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Abstract

This workshop explores the music that comes to mind in working with someone in a spiritual direction / therapy context as a form of countertransference. A fairly conventional way to describe transference is what the client thinks is going on for the therapist (or thinks the therapist thinks) which is actually material belonging to the client. The term countertransference was originally coined to describe the equivalent process in the therapist. A much more nuanced understanding would see countertransference things arising within a therapist which arise from the process of the session rather than from the therapist’s own material and can be used to add to the unconscious content available to work with. One way of thinking about this is anything that arises within the therapist in a session with a client that would not have arisen if the client were not there. In reality that is impossible to test because it is not possible to do the experiment of living the same session again without the client for comparison. A potentially richer understanding of this is in terms of Bion’s idea of “Thinking 2” – thoughts that (seem to) go in search of someone to think them.

This workshop arises from an experience of naming in psychoanalytic supervision that I had jotted down no fragments of music so far in that particular retreat – and then realising that this is something I had never named in supervision. Had my supervisor been a fellow composer, discussion of such things could have taken us in another direction. Instead this opened the sense was that the discussion in supervision was around the things that were around but could not readily be expressed in words. The workshop will be couched in terms of music, but I have similarly recorded things in terms of paintings to paint, or experiences of poems coming along more-or-less fully-formed, so it links to the wider question of creativity and countertransference – and how one’s response to another person has fruits in creativity even if its primary task is not conceived of as a form of creative collaboration.
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